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Could the Hawks really land Paul AND Howard? 

Jae C. Hong

Related

By Mark Bradley

Having gone on record as believing the Atlanta Hawks would be better served pursuing Chris Paul and not Dwight Howard, I was intrigued by ESPN Insider Bradford Doolittle’s assertion earlier this

week that the Hawks could be a landing spot for both big-ticket L.A. free agents. But let’s underline the word, “Could.”

Financially, the Hawks can afford any two free agents of their liking, be it Paul and Howard or, as was suggested here last weekend, Paul and Utah center Al Jefferson. They’re $33 million under the

salary cap, and there are ways to clear even more money. (Cutting ties with restricted free agent Jeff Teague, to name one.)

Writes Doolittle: “(Hawks general manager Danny) Ferry could get his cap commitment down to about $26 million for the aforementioned trio (holdovers Al Horford, Louis Williams and John Jenkins),

Atlanta's two first-round picks and a number of minimum cap holds. If the cap comes in at, say, $60 million, then that would be $34 million for Howard and Paul to split. Not the max, but this scenario

only works if the pair decides to follow in the path of Miami's LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh.”

As we’ve seen in the NBA with the Heat and the Lakers and to a lesser extent the Clippers and the Nets, and as we’re seeing even in college basketball with Kentucky, more and more of the most gifted

basketball players are choosing to cluster in search of championships. It worked, albeit in Year 2, in Miami; it just fizzled in New Jersey, with which the free agent Deron Williams chose to re-up last

summer, and with both L.A. outposts. The point being: If Big Names want to join your roster so badly that they agree to take less than the maximum salary, as happened with Miami’s Big Three, a team

with cap space can find room.

At issue is whether that will happen in Atlanta. Despite six consecutive playoff appearances, the Hawks’ profile across the NBA remains modest. (It doesn’t help that the chattering class on Turner,

which if memory serves is Atlanta-based, rips the Hawks at every turn.) It made professional sense for James and Bosh to partner in Miami: The Heat had won an NBA title in 2006; the Heat had Pat

Riley as patriarch and was in the process of re-upping Wade, and there was also the lure of both South Beach and Florida, which has no state income tax.

Atlanta has long been a city favored by professional athletes – Osi Umenyiora had a house here before he signed with the Falcons – but not many Big Names have opted to sign with the local

franchises for the simple reason that the locals didn’t win enough. The Falcons are in the process of changing that dynamic. Ferry, who’s an impressive guy, is in the nascent stages of re-inventing the

Hawks.

Still, we ask: Can you really see Paul and/or Howard and/or both choosing to sign with a team that, at least at the moment, flies below the national radar?

That's the issue on which Ferry's restoration project will hinge. Somebody of substance will have to take a chance on this GM and his vision. Somebody will have to believe in a franchise that, not to be

cruel, has made believing difficult. That said, times and attitudes do change. We're about to see if Danny Ferry can move a mountain -- or two.
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The notion of Paul and Howard as Hawks seems dogesque.

Delusional
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Bring back Nique and Spud and Doc and Cliff and Tree.
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Bradley,

How much runway does Ferry have? 

3 years?

5?
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